The Department of Mechanical Engineering is Soliciting Applications for the
2011 Roberta Nichols Yakel Scholarship Award
For A Distinguished Junior Undergraduate Mechanical Engineering Student – Only

The Roberta Nichols Yakel Scholarship Award was established in 2004 by Roberta Nichols Yakel in legacy to support the Department of Mechanical Engineering (her discipline).

Qualifications: Mechanical Engineering Junior Undergraduate Student with a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher

Preference Given: For Participation in the College of Engineering's Center for Environmental Research & Technology (CE-CERT)

A personal plaque and a $500 gift will be awarded to the recipient through the Mechanical Engineering Department.

Applications are available in the Mechanical Engineering Department or on the ME website: http://www.me.ucr.edu/

Application Deadline: Friday, June 3rd, 2011

Submit Applications To: Paul Talavera, ME Student Affairs Assistant
Mechanical Engineering - A342 Bourns Hall
Bourns College of Engineering - UCR
Riverside, CA 92521
paul@engr.ucr.edu or 951-827-2115